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Disclaimer
These presentation slides (the “Slides”) do not constitute an offer to the public or an offer for sale or solicitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities
of Mast Energy Developments PLC (the “Company”) and they should not be relied on in connection with a decision to purchase or subscribe for any such
securities. The Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation do not constitute a recommendation regarding any decision to sell or buy securities in
the Company. If any person is in doubt as to the contents of this presentation or wishes to obtain advice as to the investment merits of the Company’s
securities, he should seek independent advice from a person who is an authorized financial services provider.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in the Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation or the
completeness or accuracy of such information. The information contained in these Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation is in the public
domain, however no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company, its advisors, shareholders, directors, officers
or employees or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the Slides and the accompanying verbal
presentation, and no liability is accepted for any such information or opinions (save that nothing in this disclaimer is intended to limit the liability of any
party for its own fraud).
The Slides and their contents are directed only at persons who fall within the exemptions contained in Articles 19 and 49 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (such as persons who are authorized or exempt persons within the meaning of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 and certain other persons having professional experience relating to investments, high net worth companies, unincorporated
associations or partnerships, and the trustees of high value trusts) and persons to whom distribution may otherwise lawfully be made. Any investment,
investment activity or controlled activity to which the Slides relates is available only to such persons and will be engaged in only with such persons.
Any individual who is in any doubt about the investment to which these Slides relate should consult an authorized person specializing in advising on
investments of the kind referred to in these Slides.
Persons of any other description, including those that do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments, should not rely or act upon
the Slides.
The Slides are not for distribution in, nor do they constitute an offer of securities for sale in, any jurisdiction where such distribution or offer is unlawful,
including the United States of America, Australia, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, Japan or Canada. The distribution of the Slides in
some jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe any
such restrictions.
Statements made in the Slides and accompanying verbal presentation may include forward-looking statements that necessarily involve risks and
uncertainties. Forward-looking statements may generally be identified by the use of terminology such as “may”, “will”, ”expect”, ”intend”, “plan”, “estimate”,
“anticipate”, “believe”, or similar phrases. Other than statements of historical facts, all statements, including, among others, statements regarding the
future financial position of the Company, business strategy, projected levels of growth in its market, projected costs, estimates of capital expenditures and
plans and objectives of management for future operation, are forward-looking statements. The actual future performance of the company could differ
materially from these forward-looking statements. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from these expectations including
known and unknown risks. Undue reliance should not be placed on these forward-looking statements.
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Forecast worldwide capacity evolution of peaker and baseload
gas plants.
Peakers are expected to dominate over the coming decades
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Market demand: the UK needs more power
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What is Reserve Power ?
Reserve Power (RP) is the process of timing energy supply to be utilised during periods of
peak demand


Smaller grids can only manage smaller power plants, requiring peaking plants to be installed in areas of need



RP plants are distinct from other types due to specific characteristics:
o

Small gas-fired power plants less than 50MW in size (diesel also possible but process high emissions)

o

Dispatchable (can be turned on and off quickly to generate power on demand)

o

Essential for when system needs additional power quickly due to loss of generation or due to increase in
demand

o

Able to supply power rapidly (reaction time under 10 minutes)

o

Able to run for long periods continuously

o

Operate for limited number of hours per year (approximately 1000)



Plants comprise multiple small reciprocating engines 1.5 – 4.5 MW housed in containers that include noise abatement
and control systems



Plants are unmanned with remote dispatch of gensets through data connections
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Why Reserve Power ?
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MED opportunity
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Investment Case
Conservative assumptions anticipate low-risk IRRs of over 15%
•
•
•
•
•

Highly Attractive IRR’s given the low relative risk of the Investment
All assets are in the UK
Exclusive Rights to Purchase Shovel-ready sites
Locked in off-take agreement guaranteeing floor pricing
Commercialised once funding is received

Based on a conservative and highly executable business plan, IRR’s of over 15% to c. 22% when
additional leverage is added
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WHY MED?
MED partners with highly successful, international leaders and Blue Chip Companies such
as Statkraft (Offtake), Close Brothers, Clark Energy (EPC and O&M) and Encora (Owners
Engineers)
• Offtake and EPC agreements secured
• Development and Monetisation already locked-in

Statkraft


5-Year Power Purchase Agreement (‘PPA’) for its portfolio of projects with Statkraft Markets GmbH



At MED’s Election, MED can require Statkraft to purchase 60% of the power generated at floor price



Part of the Statkraft Group, the largest European producer of renewable energy, and a significant player on the
European energy trading exchanges



Trades Power and fuels in Europe and emission certificates worldwide



Portfolio exceeding 12 TWh from 400+ customers
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Board of Directors
Louis Lodewyk Coetzee, Non-Executive Chairman
Louis Coetzee has 25 years’ experience in business development, promotion and financing in both the public and private sector. In recent years
he has concentrated on energy, exploration and mining areas where he has founded, promoted and developed a number of ventures in different
jurisdictions. Louis has tertiary qualifications in law and languages, project management, supply chain management and an MBA from Bond
University (Australia) specializing in entrepreneurship and business planning and strategy. He has worked in various project management and
business development roles mostly in the mining industry. Louis has also served on the boards of various private and listed companies, in both nonexecutive and executive positions throughout his career. Louis is currently the CEO of Kibo Energy PLC and the Executive Chairman of Katoro Gold
PLC.
Paul Venter, Chief Executive Officer
Paul has 35 years’ experience within the mining and power generating industry. He spearheaded the project development of an Integrated Open pit
mine, 4 by 150 Mw power plant and 200-kilometer transmission complex in Mongolia prior to successfully rebranding and leading the development
of Ncondezi Coal into an Integrated Open pit mine, with 2 by 150 Mw power plants and 93Km transmission complex. In recent years’ he
established Mast Energy Projects Limited and contributed to the successful sale of a 60% equity interest of Mast Energy Projects Limited to Kibo
Energy PLC. Paul was a Certified Financial Accountant of South Africa between 1982 and 1998, has an MDP in Mining from the University of South
Africa and a honours degree in Business Administration from Potchefstroom University (South Africa).Between 2012 and 2015, Paul held the
position of Chief Executive Officer of Ncondezi Energy an AIM listed company (AIM: NCCL). Between 2009-2012, prior to this position he was
Director and VP Energy Operations – Prophecy Coal Corp a Canadian listed Company
Dominic Traynor, Director
Dominic Traynor is a London based company director and solicitor specialising in equity capital markets, and is a partner at Druces LLP, one of the
City’s oldest law firms. At Druces and formerly at Ronaldson's LLP, a niche capital-markets firm, he advised on the structuring and listing of more
than 30 companies on the Main Market and Alternative Investment Market (AIM) of the London Stock Exchange and he has extensive experience in
corporate governance. Dominic is a director of private equity group and Fintech investor Prism Group and its associated WizzFinancial companies,
Australian-Saudi electric vehicle-battery chemicals company, EV Metals Group plc; was a founding director of AIM-listed construction materials
company, SigmaRoc plc, and sits on the boards of a number of other companies.
Dominic graduated from the College of Law, York, and received his LLB from Durham University.
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Key Data
75%

25%

Founders Share
Holding

Public Share
Holding

£ 23,570,504

Market
LSE (STD List)
Ticker
MAST

Market Capitalizion
@
Admission

188,564,036
Shares in Issue
Post - IPO

44,320,000
IPO
Placing
(Shares)
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MED Year 1 Project Delivery Pipeline
IPO

6 Months

9 MW
Installed

Pyebridge
9 MW Capacity

14 MW
Installed
Progressive

18.4 MW
Installed
Progressive

Bordesley
5 MW Capacity

Rochdale
4.4 MW Capacity

12 Months

40 – 50 MW Installed
Progressive

20 - 30 MW Project Pipeline Progressively Installed

Note: Minimum free cashflow: GBP5,000 per MW based on the Bordesley base case model

Publicly Announced via RNS 10 Jun 2021, 12 Aug 2021 and 7 Oct 2021
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Target Sites Development Optimization
 Pyebridge






Operational 9MW 11kV freehold site with established infrastructure fully consented for peaking gas generator(s)
Generating Ready comprising an installed and commissioned synchronous gas-powered standby generation facility
9 MW export capacity
Gas and grid - connected with a Power Purchase Agreement
15 year Capacity Market contract

 Bordesley






5MW 11kVA Site fully consented including gas and grid connectivity
Land rights: 25 year lease in parallel with project life cycle
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), 5 Year Route to Market with a 3 year floor
EPC: Clarke Energy
OE: Encora (an experienced Reserve Power Plant Client Engineer)

 Rochdale






4.4 MW 6.6kVA freehold gas generation site
Construction Ready
Gas and Grid connectivity offers accepted
EPC Offer being evaluated by Owners Engineer (OE)
OE: Encora (an experienced Reserve Power Plant Client Engineer)
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Contact us

info@med.energy
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